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CHEMISTRY ON THE MOVE
Transatlantic Study Exchange - 7
Good bye Dublin, hello Regensburg
End of January this year the time had come to say good
bye to Dublin City University (DCU) for the US students
to transfer to the University of Regensburg to start their
second transatlantic semester within the Atlantis
program. For the next two months their daily quests will
be “Sprechen Sie Deutsch, bitte”, as the US students will
start an intensive language class offered by the
University of Regensburg for incoming foreign students
to get ready for classes in their subject commencing in
April. Likewise, the European semester for the
Regensburg students within the Erasmus exchange
program is coming to an end. Dirk Herrmann, a
prospective Atlantis student from Regensburg for the
cycle 2010/2011, spends his semester at Dublin City
University as well, this way overlapping with the US
students already for a full semester. In the fall 2009, four
more prospective Atlantis students from the University
of Regensburg completed their studies at DCU as well:
They had opted to stay during their summer break time
at the European partner university, using the quite
different periods of the semesters schedules in Germany
and Ireland to their advantage.

The US students and Dirk Herrmann from Regensburg (far
right), at Dublin City University
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ACS conference March 20-26 in San
Francisco, USA
Presentation of the Atlantis program at the meeting
of the American Chemical Society
The biannual meetings of the American Chemical
Society belong to the biggest scientific conferences in
the world: More then 15000 scientists, educators,
students, business people and administrators alike, all
sharing a passion for chemistry, came together at the
Moscone Convention Center in San Francisco.
Our EUCHEMUSA network was participating in the
conference with nine scientific presentations as well as
with a contribution in the general education section,
introducing the Atlantis program itself. Especially, the
Atantis students had the opportunity to present their
Bachelor projects in the evening poster sessions.

Impressions from the ACS conference: ; Thomas Broja,
Daniel Rackl and Stefan Ruider setting up posters for their
presentations (above). Presentation of the Atlantis project
in the “General Education” section (below)

Atlantis conference in Fayetteville
On March 27, 2010, the third Atlantis conference took
place at the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
About 30 former, current and future Atlantis students
participated together with faculty from all partner
institutions. The students currently located at the
University of Kansas took the opportunity for a visit
in Fayetteville, which is only a five hour drive away.
Some of the European participants took advantage to
travel to Fayetteville “via San Francisco”, where they
participated in the ACS conferences (see previous
page). Those who had to remain in Europe were
connected via a video/audio conference call. The
conference took place at the newly established media
center at the University, allowing simultaneously to
broadcast multiple video, audio and data tracks.

“Real and virtual” participants of the Atlantis conference in
Fayetteville, Arkanas.

The technical realization of such conferences across the
Atlantic is nowadays on a very high level: Video and
audio as well as the presentations via a PC are transmitted
in real time with minimal delays at most. Two directional
conversations allow lively discussions among the
participants, and especially the problem of unwanted
feedback loops are effectively suppressed. The only room
for improvement became apparent after the conference:
The participants had to go separate ways for a well
deserved social get together after the conference.

After the conference: The participants in the US gathered at a
local brewery in Fayetteville to answer the important question:
Irish, German or US beer, which one is best.

Faculty Exchange
The students presented their Bachelor research
projects, moreover, general aspects of the program Summer 2009
could be easily discussed across the ocean.
Prof. Sue Lunte, Analytical Chemistry, and Prof. Brian
Laird, Theoretical Chemistry, both at Kansas University
visited the corresponding departments at the University of
Regensburg. Prof. Lunte has initiated together with Prof.
Frank Matysik, Regensburg, a joint research program, in
which Atlantis students from all four partner universities
of the Atlantis program are involved.
Fall 2009
Dr. Alexander Schätz, Organic Chemistry, University of
Regensburg, was hosted by University of Kansas for the
month of October 2009. Besides various teaching and
examination activities, Dr. Schätz also initiated a
scientific collaboration with the group of Prof. Paul
Hanson that has led to a joint publication being currently
under review.
Dr. Michael Schäferling, University of Regensburg,
continued the joint teaching activities at the University of
Arkansas that were established last year between the
Emer Duffy, Dublin City University, presenting her respective Departments of Analytical Chemistry
research project “Lab on a Sheep” being carried out at the
University of Kansas

More information about the project at
http://www-oc.chemie.uni-regensburg.de/atlantis

